DANGEROUS

1.4M

Estimated annual fatalities globally due to traffic crashes

IDLE ASSETS

4%

Average personal vehicle utilization

UNSUSTAINABLE

45%

Percent of U.S. oil consumption attributable to gasoline for cars
ZOOX IS DEVELOPING THE FUTURE OF AUTONOMOUS MOBILITY, TODAY

FULLY AUTONOMOUS DRIVING

ZERO-EMISSIONS VEHICLE

MOBILITY-AS-A-SERVICE
OVERVIEW: ZOOX CPUC PILOT PROGRAM

• First company to join the pilot program – permit granted Dec. 21, 2018

• Trips for non-Zoox employees and contractors - pre-selected participants

• All trips took place along pre-mapped routes, in a geo-fenced area

• Toyota Highlander hybrid vehicles with safety drivers and software operators
ZOOX HAS PROVIDED RELEVANT TRIP DATA OVER 3 QUARTERS

- 653.76 Miles of passenger service
- 293 Number of unique passengers
- 211 Number of trips
NEXT STEPS

• Continue compliance with pilot program

• Encourage the Commission to promptly take the next steps promised in enabling compensation for AV passenger service.
PASSING DPV IMMEDIATELY AFTER INTERSECTION AT NIGHT

FULLY AUTONOMOUS (2X SPEED)